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Rules for drawing the entries for Field Trials of the Woking Retriever Club of Hungary

In case a field trial is oversubscribed, and a draw is needed, club members who have held (paid)
membership with the Club on the 30. September of the running year shall recieve preference in the
draw for nominations.
In case the owner and the handler are not the same persons, the owner shall be a club member to
have preference in the draw.
One handler can enter maximum 2 dogs. In this case he has to write a note to his entry which of the
dogs he gives a preference. His 2. dog’s entry will be drawn last.
Only the handler whose name appears on the official entry form may handle the dog on the day.
A person who organises a field trial or acting as a chief steward for the club will be offered a run at a
field trial of his / her own choice in the actual season or in the next coming FT season. The same
applies for a judge who is judging a field trial for the club.
Anyone withdrawing from a trial after the closing date for entries will lose 100% of their entry fee
unless a reserve fills the place or the dog has a veterinary certificate confirming it is unfit to run.
An Owner unable to run must notify the Field Trial Secretary of withdrawal immediately.
Date and place of the draw will be published on the website of the club. The Field Trial Secretary is
responsible for the draw.
Any fully paid up Club member who entered the trial is welcome to attend the draw by contacting
the Field Trial Secretary in advance.
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The entries will be drawn as follows:
1. pot: qualified dogs of club members
Definition of a qualified dog: a dog which has obtained an excellent or a very good qualification on
an international field trial where judges from the FCI Committe’s field trial judges list or A/B Panel
judges of the UK Kennel Club have been officiating.
Someone who enters a qualified dog shall write a note in his online entry confirming the result he
likes to be considered with the following data: result with qualification, date, place of the trial,
judges. All entries where no qualification is mentioned in the entry form will be drawn from the nonqualified dogs pot.
2. pot: non-qualified dogs of club members
Definition of a non qualified dog: a dog that has not obtained an excellent or a very good
qualification on an international field trial where judges from the FCI Committe’s field trial judges list
or A/B Panel judges of the UK Kennel Club have been officiating.

The reserve list will be drawn in the same system (first qualified dogs and than non-qualified dogs).
After drawing the members’ entries, the same system will apply for non-members entries.
Depending on the number of running dogs the following proportions will be applied for the draw:
Nr of starters
Proportion of qualified : non-qualified dogs
Starters 8:
6:2
Starters 10:
7:3
Starters 12:
8:4
Starters 14:
9:5
Starters 16:
10:6

Baracska, 21. August 2015

Andrea Böszörmenyi
Field Trial Secretary
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